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Abstract: Researchers worldwide have employed a varied array of sources to cal-
culate the successful management of Construction and Demolition (C&DW).
Limited research has been undertaken in the domain of Construction and Demoli-
tion Waste Management (C&DWM) and consequently leaving a large gap in the
availability of effective management techniques. Due to the limited time available
for building removal and materials collection, preparing for building materials
reuse at the end of life is frequently a challenging task. In this research work Con-
volutional Neural Network-Long Short-Term Memory (CNN-LSTM) is proposed
to predict the number of waste materials that are obtained from a building at the
end of its useful life. As a result, an effective Waste Management (WM) plan has
been established through SWOT analysis. The results of the study reveal that,
given fundamental building characteristics, it is possible to predict the number
of materials that would be collected with high precision from a building after
demolition. The proposed deep learning models achieved an average R-squared
value of 0.98 and a Mean Absolute Error of 18.1 and 20.14 better than existing
methods such as random forest, CNN, and DBN (Data Bus Network).

Keywords: Waste management; deep learning; building materials; strengths;
weaknesses; opportunities; threats analysis

1 Introduction

The management of C&DW is a serious environmental problem and a burden on developing countries.
Similarly, it is a major environmental challenge and threat which draws the concern and responsibility of
individuals towards enabling a sustainable environment. C&DW contains building materials and waste
deriving from construction, renovation, and destruction of any type of structure as mentioned by, the
Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change [1]. Entering the waste stream with contaminants
and decontaminating other building components during reconstruction, renovation, or demolition poses a
task to the building sector [2,3]. To assist in the waste disposal process, assessments of building waste are
currently performed during pre-demolition audits for individual buildings [4].

One of the fundamental needs for sustainability in the construction and demolition (C&D) industry is
determining the greatest derivable economic and environmental values from a building at the end of life
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before deconstruction and demolition [5]. Pre-demolition audits have been highlighted as a useful tool for
stakeholders in the C&D industry (clients, architects, engineers, contractors, planners, and so on). It is
critical to be able to access information on the material type created by the process to support sufficient
materials recovery and reuse. In Europe, this information is currently gathered through pre-demolition
audits [6]. Performing a pre-demolition audit can be difficult, especially when there is little or no
information available.

Before the construction of a new building, a limited amount of time is normally set aside for the removal
of old structures from the site. The demolition engineers don’t have enough time to do a complete pre-
demolition audit [7]. This research is unique in that it uses a selected deep learning method to handle the
issues of calculating building end-of-life values. The research is different in using chosen deep learning
technique to handle the issues of calculating building end-of-life values.

The Convolutional Neural Network-Long Short-Term Memory (CNN-LSTM) technique is used in this
study to create a computer programme for estimating the number of construction materials available from
demolition. The specific goal is to create CNN-LSTM models that can predict how many tonnes of building
materials will be generated once a building is demolished. Finally, the current situation is evaluated, and
waste management strategies were developed using a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
(SWOT) analysis to avoid environmental management difficulties.

The remainder of the paper is carried out as follows: In part 2, the literature review is presented, along
with methodologies for C&D waste prediction and estimation, as well as their limitations. Section 2 also
discusses several uses of deep learning models. Section 3 presents the material and model for this
research. Section 4 explains the technique used in this study, including data description and model
construction. Section 4 also discusses model testing and evaluation. Sections 5 and 6 include the results
and conclusions.

2 Literature Survey

Different approaches for calculating construction wastes and demolition risings are described in this
section. The present method’s limitations are also discussed.

Wang et al. [8] presented an innovative robotic system for collecting and sorting construction and
demolition trash. The robot patrols the construction site using an RGB-D (Red Green Blue-Depth)
camera and Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM). The outcome demonstrates the technique
for improving robot reliability in real engineering. The major drawback is the poor performance of the
RGB camera.

Abulebdah et al. [9] presented the SWOT analysis is being used to assess the existing state of CDWM
practices in Qatar, identify issues of concern, and provide strategies for building sound CDWM practices that
can effectively decrease the effects of C&D waste generation and accumulation.

Ding et al. [10] presented Agent Based Modelling (ABM) as a useful tool for assessing and measuring
the environmental impact of Demolition Waste Management (DWM). According to the simulation results,
increasing the level of green DWM has the greatest positive impact on overall DWM. The findings show
that the negative environmental impacts of DW can be reduced by at least 50%.

Xu et al. [11] presented a multiperiod optimization based on a Reverse Logistics Network (RLN) to
reduce pollution and waste disposal costs. The result shows that the introduced method efficiently
regulates Construction and Demolition Waste (CDW) recycling and reduces environmental damage.

Davis et al. [12] presented the deep convolutional neural network to identify the construction and
demolition waste. This method simulated real-world building site circumstances when sorting is difficult
on-site. The experimental result has high accuracy and reduces the CDW diversion from landfills.
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Ku et al. [13] presented the deep learning method for grasping detection to improve the level of resource
utilization of CDW. The experiment revealed that robotic grasping accuracy is just 70% at the time of the
experiment. The accuracy of grasping detection after deep learning is well above 90%, which fully meets
the requirements of efficiency and accuracy for sorting CDW under real-world settings. The major
drawbacks are low recycling purity and low efficiency.

You et al. [14] presented an informatization scheme for C&D waste supervision and management in
China, which will contribute to real-time monitoring of the waste disposal process for identifying
potential illegal behaviors, accurate data collection for stakeholder performance evaluation, and data
sharing between supervision departments for better coordination.

The existing method for calculating C&D wastes are significantly superior but are limited in their
applicability to older building stocks. This research aims to close this gap by creating CNN-LSTM
models that calculate the materials output from buildings based on the building’s basic features.

3 Materials and Methods

This section describes the data collecting, pre-processing, feature selection, and deep learning model
development processes. CNN-LSTM based models are used to predict the end-of-life use case of building
materials. Fig. 1 shows the proposed deep learning CNN-LSTM method for predicting waste generation
rates. The CNN-LSTM was created to develop a link between the dependent and independent variables.
The dependent variables are recyclable, reuse, and landfill components of building materials, while the
independent variables are variables chosen from the dataset. Finally, evaluation metrics such as MAE,
Accuracy and R^2 on test data are used to assess the model prediction accuracy.

The information used in this research comes from building demolition records gathered in India. Our
sources are key figures in India’s demolition sector. The WTS (Waste Transfer Stations) combines
building rubble from several demolition sites before further processing. A total of 2,280 demolition
records were obtained. The collection includes building information as well as the number of different
construction materials recovered during demolition. Five essential elements of structures are recognized
as primary predictors of the number of building materials recovered after demolition work with the help
of our informants. GFA (Gross Floor Area), volume, number of floors, building archetype, and usage are
some of these characteristics. Each of the waste categories is also included in the dataset (reusable,
recyclable, and landfill). The dataset contains missing data at a negligible amount (9 records, or 0.004%).

Figure 1: Proposed deep learning CNN-LSTM method for predicting waste generation rates
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4 Proposed CNN-LSTM Model Development

This section describes the CNN-LSTM technique for predicting the number of building materials in
tonnes depending on the buildings. The number of recycled, reused, and landfill materials are predicted
using the CNN-LSTM technique. The CNN-LSTM architecture used to predict demolition waste and its
classifications are shown in Fig. 2. One input layer, one convolutional layer, one LSTM layer, one
attention layer, and one output layer make up the model. After pre-processing, the dataset has three
sections: 90% for training, 12% for testing, and 12% for validation. The sensitivity of CNN-LSTM can
be used to calculate the best network structure. The best validation results for CNN-LSTM models
include determining the best neural network topology and controlling hyper-parameters. A random search
was used to determine the control hyper-parameter. The CNN-LSTM architecture is in charge of
improving classification and prediction accuracy. The data is first incorporated into the model, after which
the characteristics are extracted using CNN layers. Second, the CNN layers outputs are fed into the
LSTM layer, which captures long-term variables’ dependencies. Finally, all of each LSTM layer’s hidden
states are fed into the attention layer, which can learn the importance of these hidden layer states. Finally,
a weighted total is used to calculate the output.

4.1 Convolutional Layers

The input data flow through the input layer before entering the one-dimensional convolutional layer,
where the kernel only moves in time. The A = {a1, a2, ···,aT ,} is input to the Conv1d layer; then, we have

Cl ¼ ELU ðMl � X þ cl (1)

where Cl is the lth filter’s output, ELU is the activation function, Ml is a weight matrix, signifies the
convolution operation, and cl is the bias vector The outputs are supplied into the second Conv1d layer
after the first Conv1d layer repeats the convolution operation.

4.2 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Layer

The outputs of the convolutional layers are passed into the LSTM layer. A forget gate, an input gate, and
an output gate, as well as a cell state, are all present. Because of its unique cell state and three gates, LSTM
overcomes RNN’s vanishing gradient and expanding gradient issues. After the forget gate rejects some
information in the first phase, the input gate decides what kind of information is saved in the cell state.
The following are the equations:

Training
data

Testing
data

Data
preprocessing

Input layer
CNN layer LSTM layer

Final
predicted

value 

Figure 2: The framework of the CNN-LSTM model
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Forget gate ¼ p Mf Cl�1; atð Þ þ cf
� �

(2)

Input gate ¼ p Mi Cl�1; atð Þ þ cið Þ (3)

Ct ¼ ELU ðMc Cl�1; atð Þ þ cbÞ (4)

where, M for weight matrix of corresponding gate, Cl�1 for the hidden state of at, at for the input of this layer
at time t, c for bias of three gates, it is the input gate, and Ct or candidate values. The input gate it and Ct can
determine.

4.3 SWOT Analysis

In the last several years, awareness of the WM in India has increased considerably. Some attendees at the
Focus Group meeting were surprised by the growth of waste generation in the Indian construction industry in
the last 30 years. They considered it part of the cultural deterioration, which caused enormous waste to C&D
activities. In the construction industry, extensive use of recycled and prefabrication materials has been made
(doors, windows, and partition walls), which leads to a significant decrease in waste generation. However,
waste management practices have failed to keep pace with the building industry. The results show that
C&DWM is not related to other waste management activities. The measures of C&DWM should be
collective, not inherently individual behavior equivalent. Thus, the SWOT analysis of C&DWM helps
comprehend Chennai’s situation when developing C&DWM. From the focus group meetings, the internal
and external factors are summarized in Tab. 1.

Table 1: SWOT analyses of construction and demolition waste management

Internal factors

Strengths (ST)

1. Usage of Prefabrication system
2. Recovery of resources
3. Rating systems.
4. Paying attention to environmental factors

Weakness (WK)

1. Inadequate on-site waste segregation
operation

2. The Legal frameworks for C&DWM are
insufficient.

3. Poor waste management Plan
4. Lack of training and awareness program

related to C&DWM
5. Improper material handling and excessive

material procurement.
6. Inadequate budget allocation for

C&DWM.

External factors

Opportunities (OP)

1. Good policy profile for reducing C&DWM in
India

2. Plan for the development of the C&DW
recycling facility.

3. Encourage the use of recycled C&D materials
from the government.

4. Required support from government and local
authorities.

Threats (TH)

1. Implement efficient landfilling charges.
2. Shortage of the market for C&D recycling

materials
3. Restricted landfills for C&DW
4. Stakeholders’ unwillingness to cooperate

and contribute.
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5 Result and Discussion

The results section gives the construction material dataset before comparing the models’ predictions.
The influence of data size on simulation results is explored with the most important characteristics
emphasized.

5.1 Performance Metrics for the CNN-LSTM Model

The prediction accuracies of the CNN-LSTMmodels were assessed to determine their generalization on
the test dataset. The metrics MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and R-squared are scale-dependent and can be used
to calculate prediction error. The goal is to reduce these indicators to achieve the maximum model prediction
accuracy. Eqs. (5) and (6) define these measures, where xi indicates i, yi denotes prediction i and X denotes
the testing observations.

MAE ¼ 1

X

XX
i¼1

xi � yij j (5)

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffi
1

X

r XX
i¼1

ðxi � yiÞ2 (6)

The validation procedure in deep learning model development eliminates overfitting by comparing the
prediction models produced using training data and choosing the method with the greatest function metric.
Figs. 3a and 3b shows the accuracies of various CNN-LSTM network architectures for reusable materials in
terms of MAE and R-Squared. The MAE value of 18.1 and the R-Squared value of 0.98 are the lowest for
this structure.

R-Squared metrics are used to evaluate the CNN-LSTM models accuracy. R-Squared is a performance
indicator for regression problems that illustrates how near the predicted values are to the actual values. Tab. 2
shows the accuracies of the CNN-LSTM models, which include recyclable, reuse, and landfill models. The
CNN-LSTM model for recyclable materials has a prediction accuracy of 95%, the CNN-LSTM model for
reusable materials has a prediction accuracy of 98%, and the CNN-LSTM model for landfill materials has
a prediction accuracy of 99%. Based on R-squared performance metrics, the overall average performance
of the proposed models is 98%.

Figure 3: (a) Accuracy of CNN-LSTM for reusability with MAE metric (b) Accuracy of CNN-LSTM for
reusability with R2 metric
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The results of the CNN-LSTM models’ evaluation on the case study building are shown in Tab. 3. The
evaluation uses four different combinations of building features to produce four different architypes for a
building. The analysis of the predicted end-of-life arisings is shown in Tab. 4. According to the analysis,
the concrete building includes recyclable, 12% reusable, and 18% landfill materials. The masonry
building, on the other hand, has 58% recyclable, 41% reusable, and 3.60% landfill materials. Steel
construction created 38%, 66%, and 0.98% recyclable, reusable, and landfill materials, respectively. The
timber frame construction generates 18% recyclable, 85% reusable, and 0.55% landfill waste,
respectively. According to the findings, the timber frame building creates the most reusable end-of-life
arisings, obtained the steel frame building. The concrete-framed building produces the least reusable
arisings, obtained by the masonry-framed building. Similarly, timber frame construction produces the
least waste, followed by steel frame construction.

Table 2: CNN-LSTM performance accuracy

Dataset Recyclable accuracy Reusable accuracy Landfill accuracy

Training 0.9406 0.9654 0.9902

Testing 0.9632 0.9618 0.9945

Validation 0.9364 0.9737 0.9936

Average 0.9585 0.9874 0.9971

Table 3: Result of evaluation of the CNN-LSTM

Predicted output values

Recyclable Reusable Landfill Total

0485.86 0081.51 0133.04 0109.27

0559.76 0342.19 0061.01 1046.54

0859.01 1994.23 0028.93 2587.30

0333.53 1245.10 0008.01 1475.61

Table 4: Predicted end of life

Architype Recyclable Reusable landfill

Concrete 75% 12% 18%

Masonry 58% 41% 3.60%

Steel 38% 66% 0.98%

Timber 85% 85% 0.55%
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The deep learning models developed in this research using CNN-LSTM to develop a meaningful
relationship between independents factors are building usage, building architypes, number of floors, gross
floor area, and volume and the dependent variables are recyclable materials, reusable materials and
landfill materials. The CNN-LSTM model proposed has an average accuracy of 98%. According to CNN-
LSTM method, the most important factor is building usage type (1.00), gross floor area (0.97), number of
floors (0.95), architype (0.80), and volume (0.65), are displayed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4b depicts the independent
variable relevance levels for the reusability DNN model. The relevance levels of the independent
variables for the landfill CNN-LSTM model are shown in Fig. 4c. The value of the number of floors in a
building is highest (1.00), the importance of the gross floor space, which is 0.89. Volume, with a
0.23 relevance level, is the least important variable in the model.

A balance between correct retrieval of true positives from all observations and relevant observations
within each classifier’s comparable accuracy and recall rates shown in Fig. 5. The waste materials
predicted to 98% and 95% of average accuracy and recall rates for CNN-LSTM model.

Figure 4: (a) Recyclable CNN-LSTM model (b) Reusable CNN-LSTM model (c) Landfill CNN-LSTM
model
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6 Conclusion

The study demonstrates the possibility of applying deep learning in predicting building materials based
on selected building features. Determining the real number of materials generated by demolition and
deconstruction activity can help with material reuse planning. Current methods for predicting end-of-life
situation are time-consuming, and they almost always result in higher disposal costs. The CNN-LSTM
models generated achieved an overall average accuracy of 98% on all datasets using R-squared as a
performance metric. The model for recyclable materials was 95% accurate, while the reusable materials
model is 98% accurate, and the landfill materials model is 99% accurate. The study found that the
number of floors in a building has the greatest impact on the CNN-LSTM performance levels, while the
volume of the building has the least impact.
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